Celebrity Style: Walk Into
Fall in Dr. Marten Boots
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A trend that is returning this fall is Dr. Marten boots!
Although celebrities have been wearing this trend during all
seasons, fall seems to be the most popular time to showcase
these combat styled boots. This footwear comes in many
different colors and styles to choose from. Cupid is here to
help you pick the cutest ones!

Kick up the leaves in celebrity
style with these fashionable boots!
Gigi Hadid’s Floral Boots: Fashion model Gigi Hadid has been

seen wearing yellow floral Dr. Martens in her every day looks.
These boots may look cute for gardening in the spring, but the
floral print is a sweet touch that can look adorable with
tights and a skirt!
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Related Link: Fashion Trend: Break Out the Floral Print This
Fall and Winter
Lady Gaga’s Silver and Shimmer Boots: Lady Gaga’s Dr Martens
may have been more bedazzled for her Super Bowl performance,
but this style will give you the same bold look with your
outfits. Try wearing these boots for a girls night out!
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Related Link: Product Review: Keep Warm These Colder Months
With Peekaboos Ponytail Hats & Scarves
Hayley Williams’s Red Boots: Paramore singer Hayley Williams
can usually be seen wearing these boots to award shows and
with her everyday looks. These Dr Martens can make any black

skinny jean or dark denim look flattering with the pop of red!
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Related Link: Rock the “Dress-Over-Pants” Fashion Trend This
Fall With Celebrity Stylist Alexa Taylor
Katy Perry’s Purple Boots: Look like a modern Teenage Dream in
these cute purple Dr. Martens! Katy Perry wore these cute
boots with a daisy print dress. You could also wear this style
with a dress and tights for the cold fall wind.
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Related Link: Celebrity Looks for the No nonsense® Girl
Emma Watson’s Black Classic Boots: Actress Emma Watson likes

to keep her fashion taste simple and chic! Black Dr. Martens
are the most versatile for your fall wardrobe. Match these
boots with a cute infinity scarf or black leather purse!
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Which Dr. Marten style will you be wearing? Let us know in the
comments!

